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46. Separable normed function spaces 
Let !,[ be a a-finite measure in the point set X, and let g be a function 
seminorm with the Fatou null property on the set M + of all nonnegative 
,u-measurable functions (cf. Notes I-V). We may remove from X the 
maximal g-purely infinite set and the maximal g-null set without affecting 
either the function space LQ (cf. section 12, Note V) or the function space 
Lee> where (le is the function seminorm (cf. section 6, Note III) defined 
for O<u E M+ by 
Hence, we may assume that (l and (le are saturated function norms. We 
recall that LQe is norm complete, and Le C Lee holds algebraically. 
L e m m a 46. 1 . The space Le, endowed with the norm (le, is norm dense 
in Lee. Hence, if LQ is separable with respect to the norm (l, then Lee is separable 
with respect to the norm (le. 
Proof. Let O<u E Le, so (le(u) < 00. Then, by the definition of (le, 
there exist O<un E Le (n= 1,2, ... ) such that U= .2Un and .2(l(Un) < 00. It 
follows that 
n 00 00 00 
(le(u- .2Uk) =(le( .2 Uk) < .2 ge(Uk) < .2 (l(Uk) -+ ° 
1 n+1 n+1 n+l 
as n -+ 00. Hence, U can be approximated in the (lc-norm by elements of 
Le. The same holds then for any f E Lee, since we can approximate f+ 
and f- separately. 
Now, let Le be separable with respect to the norm (l. Then, on account 
of (le < (l, the space Le is also separable with respect to the norm (le, and 
as proved above, the space Le endowed with the norm (lc is dense in Lee. 
It follows that Lee is separable. 
We recall that, in section 7 of Note IV, the seminorm gL was defined 
for any O<u E M+ by 
(lL(U) =inf (lim (l(un): O<un t u). 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
,...f the U.S.A. under grant NSF-G 19914 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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Under the present hypotheses, where e is a saturated norm, eL is also a 
saturated norm; actually, as proved in Theorem 11.4 of Note IV, we have 
eL=e", and so Le C Lee C LeL=L~. Separability of Le does not necessarily 
imply separability of LeL=L~. Indeed, if e is the (co) norm, then e" is 
the loo norm, and so Le is separable but L~ is not. Hence, the space Le 
endowed with the norm e" is not necessarily norm dense in L~. 
The 0 rem 46. 2 . Let e be a function norm as introduced above s~tch 
that, in addition, Le can be imbedded (algebraically and isometrically) in a 
Banach function space. Furthermore, let Le be separable. Then Le=L~. In 
particular, if Le is a separable Banach function space, then Le = L~. 
Proof. Since Le can be imbedded isomorphically in a Banach function 
space, it follows from Theorem 6.8 in Note III that if {Un} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence in Le such that Un + 0, then e(un) + 0. Hence, since Le is also 
Dedekind complete (cf. Theorem 15.6 in Note V), the hypotheses of 
Theorem 42.7 in Note XIII are satisfied. It follows then from this theorem 
that Le=L~. 
It was proved by G. G. LORENTZ and D. G. WERTHEIM [4] that Le=L~ 
holds if Le is separable and e has the Fatou property (the Fatou property 
implies that Le is a Banach function space). 
The 0 rem 46. 3 . Let e be a function norm as introduced above such 
that Le is separable. Then Lee = (Lee) a and ee= e" on Lee. 
Proof. The space Lee is norm complete and, by Lemma 46.1, Lee is 
separable. Hence, by Theorem 46.2, we have Lee = (Lee)a. It follows that 
if o<u ELee and O<un t u, then ee(un) t ee(u), and this implies that 
(ee)"(u) =ee(u) for every ° <u E Lee (cf. Corollary 11.9 in Note IV). Further-
more, the inequality e" <ee< e implies that e" = (e")" < (eel" <e", so (ee)" = e"· 
Hence ee = e" on Lee· 
Under the hypotheses of the last theorem the equality ee(u) = e"(u) does 
not necessarily hold for every O<u E M+. Indeed, if e is the (co) norm, 
then ee=e (and so Lee=Le=(co)), but g" is the loo norm. 
We will briefly discuss now the connection between separability of Le 
and separability of the measure fl. We recall that fl is called separable if 
the set A of all fl-measurable sets of finite measure, with the distance 
function d(E, F)=fl(E-F)+fl(F-E) for E, FE A, is separable. Any 
subset of A which is dense with respect to this distance function is said 
to be dense in measure. The next two theorems were essentially proved 
by the present author ([5], Ch. 1, § 3, Theorem 7). 
The 0 rem 46.4. If Le is separable, then fl is separable. 
Proof. There exists a sequence of point sets Xn t X such that 
fl(Xn) < 00 and the characteristic functions XXn are in Le as well as in L~ 
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(cf. Theorem 12.3 (ii) in Note V), and to each Xn corresponds a finite 
number An:>O such that iXnltld,u<Ane(f) holds for every t ELe (cf. 
Lemma 13.1 in Note V). 
On account of Le being separable, the subset of Le formed by the 
characteristic functions of all ,u-measurable subsets of Xl is also separable; 
let XEk(I)(k= 1,2, ... ) be dense in this subset. Since ,u(E) = iXIXEd,u < Ale(XE) 
for any ,u-measurable E C Xl, there corresponds to each 8> 0 a number 
b> 0 such that e(XE) < b, E C Xl, implies ,u(E) < 8. Hence, if E C Xl and 
e(XE-XEk(I))<b, then ,u(E-Ek(1))+,u(Ek(1)-E)<8, so the set collection 
{Ek(l)} is dense in measure in Xl. Similarly, we obtain collections {Ek(n); 
k=l, 2, ... } dense in measure in Xn-Xn-l (n=2, 3, ... ), and it follows 
easily that the countable collection of all finite unions of sets Ek(n) 
(n, k= 1,2, ... ) is dense in measure in X. 
Before proving now in the converse direction that separability of ,u 
implies separability of L~, we will introduce the notion of the point 8et 
carrier of an ideal in Le (not to be confused with the carrier of an ideal 
in L;:n). Let A be an ideal in Le. The ,u-measurable point set Y C X is 
called a point set carrier of A if every tEA vanishes (,u-almost everywhere) 
on X - Y and if, corresponding to any subset Z C Y of positive measure, 
there exists a function in A which is nonzero on positive measure on Z. 
It is evident that if a set Y of this kind exists, then Y is unique modulo 
,u-null sets. In order to prove the existence of Y with the desired properties, 
let {X n: n = 1, 2, ... } be the same sequence of point sets as in the preceding 
theorem, and let 
(Xl = sup (,u(E): E C Xl, any tEA is zero on E). 
Note that (Xl < CX) since !t(XI ) < CX). There exists a sequence En t C Xl such 
00 
that ,u(En) t (Xl, and any tEA vanishes on each En. Hence Zl = U En 
1 
satisfies ,u(ZI) = (XI, Zl C XI, and any tEA vanishes on Zl, whereas 
YI =XI-ZI has the property that for each subset of YI of positive measure 
there exists a function in A which is nonzero on positive measure on this 
subset. This shows that YI is already the point set carrier of A if we 
restrict ourselves to Xl. Proceeding now similarly for each X n+1 - Xn 
(n= 1,2, ... ), the union of the thus obtained partial carriers is the carrier 
of A. If Y is the point set carrier of A, it is not necessarily true that 
xy E A, but in exactly the same way as the existence of the sequence 
{Xn} was proved, it can be proved that there exists a sequence Y n t Y 
such that ,u( Y n) < CX) and XY n E A for n = 1, 2, ... (cf. Theorem 8.7 in 
Note IV). It follows easily that the ideal A and the normal subspace {A} 
generated by A have the same point set carrier; in particular, A has the 
point set carrier X if and only if A is order dense in Le. It follows now 
also that any ideal A has the same point set carrier as the e-closure of A. 
The 0 rem 46. 5 . It,u i8 8eparable, then L~ i8 8eparable. 
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Proof. Let Y be the point set carrier of the ideal L~, and let Y n t Y 
with .u(Yn ) < 00 and XYn E L~ for n= 1,2, .... Since.u is separable, there 
exists a sequence {Fi: i= 1,2, ... } which is dense in measure, and so the 
double sequence {Fi n Y n : i, n= 1,2, ... } is dense in measure in Y. Given 
0<;; u(x) E L~ and 8> 0, we first approximate u(x) by a function VI(X), 
bounded and vanishing outside some Y n, such that e(U-VI)<8/3 (the 
function VI(X) is of the form VI =inf (u, nxyn ) for some n, and the fact 
that u E L~ holds is used). Approximating VI(X) uniformly from below 
by rational step functions, we obtain a nonnegative rational step function 
V2(X), vanishing outside Y n, such that e(VI - V2) < 8/3. We have therefore 
k 
V2 = !CqXEq, where all Cq are nonnegative and rational, and all Eq are 
1 
disjoint and contained in Y n. Given one of these E q , we can make 
arbitrarily small by appropriate choice of F i ; hence, since XYn E L~, we 
can choose Pq=Fi n Y n such that 
k 
e(XEq - XPq) < 8/ {3 !ICql}. 
1 
k 
Then V3= !CqXPq satisfies e(V2-V3) <8/3, and so e(U,-V3) <8, where V3 
1 
belongs to the countable collection consisting of all finite linear combi-
nations with rational coefficients of characteristic functions of a countable 
set system. It follows that L~ is separable. 
The example that X = {I, 2, 3, ... } with .u the discrete measure on X, 
and Le = leo, shows that separability of /t does not necessarily imply 
separability of Le itself. 
Since every normed function space is super Dedekind complete and has 
the Egoroff property the following theorem is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 43.1 and Theorem 44.1. 
Theorem 46.6. If e is a function norm such that Le is separable, then 
.u is separable, every order bounded monotone sequence is a e-Oauchy sequence 
and L~ is an order dense ideal in Le. 
The Example 44.4 being a normed function space shows that for function 
norms Theorem 46.6 is best possible. 
If Le is separable, then L~ being order dense in Le it follows that Le', 
the first associate space of Le, is the first Banach dual of L~. Furthermore, 
if Le is separable, then e = e" on L~, so e = e" on an order dense ideal. 
Thus separability is another sufficient condition (cf. Theorem 11.10, 
Note IV) for an arbitrary function norm e to be equal to e" on an order 
dense ideal. 
Later we shall determine the general form of the norm completion of 
a separable normed function space. 
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47. Ando's theorem and a review of some earlier results 
Let LQ be a normed Riesz space. In Theorem 35.9 of Note XI some 
conditions were listed, necessary and sufficient in order that e be a normal 
norm, i.e., in order that U y ~ 0 in LQ imply e(uy ) ~ O. Each one of these 
conditions is of the form that it combines the requirement that every 
norm closed ideal in LQ is a normal subspace with some other requirement. 
It has been proved now recently by T. Ando that requiring only that 
every norm closed ideal in LQ is a normal subspace is in itself already 
sufficient to guarantee that e is a normal norm. This important improve-
ment over Theorem 35.9 has some interesting additional consequences 
which will also be pointed out in this section. 
We will begin by assuming that e is a Riesz seminorm on the Riesz 
space L. Hence, L is not necessarily Archimedean. Exactly as in the case 
that e is a norm, the set of all e-bounded linear functionals on L will be 
denoted by L;, and it is easy to verify that L; is an ideal in L~ (compare 
Theorem 22.4 in Note VII). Also, the null ideal Nrp of cp is e-closed for any 
cp E L;. Finally, the e-closure of any ideal A C L is again an ideal (proof 
exactly as in Lemma 22.1 of Note VII). 
The first lemma we will prove is a parallel to Theorem 35.6 of Note XI, 
but the proof has to be slightly modified because in the present case L 
is not necessarily Archimedean. 
Lemma 47.1. Let e be a Riesz seminorm on the Riesz space L. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Nrp is a normal subspace for every cp E L;. 
(ii) Every e-closed ideal in L is a normal subspace. 
Proof. (ii) =>- (i) Evident. 
(i) =>- (ii) Let A be a e-closed ideal in L, and denote by {A} the normal 
subspace generated by A. Assume now that O';;;~t E {A}, but u not in A. 
Then e(u) > 0 because e(u) = 0 would imply u E A on account of A being 
e-closed. Hence, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists 1p E L; such 
that 1p(u»O and 1p=0 on A. It follows that cp=I1p1 satisfies cp(u»O and 
cp = 0 on A ; furthermore, cp E L;, so N rp is a normal subspace by hypothesis. 
But then A C Nrp implies that {A} C {Nrp}=Nrp; in particular cp(u) =0 on 
account of u E {A}. Contradiction. 
Lemma 47.2. Let O,;;;uy t u in L, O<a< 1 and vy=(uT-au)+ for all 
T. Furthermore, let A be the ideal generated by the system of all Vy. Then we 
have u E {A}. 
Proof. We have uT-au,;;;vT t .;;;u-au, and uT-au t u-au. Hence 
O.;;;vTtu-au, so (l-a)uE{A}, i.e., uE{A}. 
Theorem 47.3. (Ando's theorem). Let e be a Riesz seminorm on the 
Riesz space L, and let the null ideal N rp be a normal subspace of L for every 
cp E L;' Then e is a normalseminorm, i.e., U T ~ 0 in L implies that e(uT) ~ o. 
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Proof. We have to prove that O.;;;;U.,. t u in L implies e(u-u.,.),} o. 
Given that 0.;;;; u.,. t u, choose B> 0 and then choose iX such that 0 < iX < 1 
and (1 - iX )e( u) < B. Let v.,. = (u.,. - iXU) + for each l' and denote by A the ideal 
generated by the system of all Vr • By the preceding lemma we have u E {A}, 
and by Lemma 47.1 the e-closure of A is a normal subspace. Hence, there 
exists W EA such that e(U-W)<B, so w+ EA and e(U-W+)<B. Also, it 
follows from w+ E A that 0.;;;; w+.;;;; nvr • for some natural number nand 
some 1'0. 
On account of (ur• -iXU)- -.l vr• and w+.;;;;nvr• we have (u.,.. -iXU)- -.l w+, so 
(u.,.. -iXu)-+inf (w+, u) .;;;;U, 
and hence 
e{(u.,.o -iXU)-} .;;;;e{u-inf (w+, u)} .;;;;e(u-w+) <B. 
It follows that 
O.;;;;u-u.,.. = (l-iX)U+iXU-UTo = 
(1 - iX )u + (Uro - iXU) - - (U"'o - iXU) + .;;;; (1 - iX )u + (UTo - iXU) -, 
so 
e(U-UT ,)';;;; (l-iX)e(u) + e{(uTo -iXU)-}< 2B. 
This shows that inf .,.e(U-Ur ) =0, i.e., e(u-u.,.),} o. 
If cP E L is a normal integral on L, then the null ideal N'I' is evidently 
a normal subspace. However, if cP E L~ and N'I' is a normal subspace, it 
does not follow conversely that cP is a normal integral. By way of example, 
let L be the space of all continuous functions on {x: 0.;;;; x .;;;; I} and let 
cp(f)=Htdx. Then N'I'={O} but cp is not a normal integral; actually, cp is 
not even an integral as follows from Example 24.5 (ii) in Note VII, where 
it is shown that L has no nonzero integrals. The question may be raised 
now whether it can occur that cp is a non-normal integral such that N'I' 
is a normal subspace. If L is a-Dedekind complete this is impossible, as 
shown by Theorem 31.15 in Note X. If, however, L is not a-Dedekind 
complete, it may very well happen that there exists a non-normal integral 
with N'I' a normal subspace. 
E x amp 1 e 47.4. Let L be the Riesz space introduced in Example 
29.11 of Note IX, where X = {x: 0 ,;;;;x,;;;; I} and L consists of all real functions 
t(x) on X for which there exists a finite number t( 00) such that, given 
any B> 0, we have It(x) - t( 00)1> B only for finitely many x. The linear 
functional CPl(f) = t( 00) is a non-normal positive integral on L. Now, let 
00 
{an: n = 1, 2, ... } be a sequence of positive numbers such that Ian < 00, 
00 1 
and let CP2(f) = Iant(n-1). Then CP2 is a positive normal integral on L, and 
1 
N'I', C N'I'l. Hence, CP=CPl +CP2 is a positive non-normal integral on L such 
that N'I'=N'I'2 is a normal subspace. 
16 Series A 
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It will be evident from the above remarks that the condition on N rp 
to be a normal subspace is necessary but not sufficient for cp to be a normal 
integral. Nevertheless, as shown in the next theorem, there exists a 
necessary and sufficient condition in terms of null ideals in order that a 
given cp E L~ is a normal integral. 
Theorem 47.5. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space, let cp E L~, and 
denote by Brp the principal ideal generated in L~ by cpo Then cp is a normal 
integral if and only if N", is a normal subspace for every 1p E Brp. 
Proof. If cp is a normal integral, then every 1p E Brp is a normal integral, 
and so N", is a normal subspace. 
Assume now, conversely, that N", is a normal subspace for every 1p E Brp. 
We introduce the Riesz seminorm e on L by e(f)=lcpl(lfl). The elements 
1p E Brp are now exactly the e-bounded linear functionals, so the hypothesis 
can be expressed by saying that N", is a normal subspace for every 1p E L~. 
It follows then from Ando's theorem that U7: ,} 0 in L implies e(U7:) ,} 0, 
i.e., IcpI(U7:),} 0, and this shows that Icpl, and hence also cp, is .a normal 
integral. 
Corollary 47.6. If B is an ideal in L~ such that Nrp is a normal 
subspace for every cp E B, then B consists only of normal integrals, i.e., 
BeL;. If, in addition, OB= {O}, then B is order dense in L;. 
A further consequence of the results is that Theorem 32.11 in Note X 
can be improved. The new version is as follows. 
Theorem 47.7. Let L be a Riesz space and B an ideal in L~ such 
that oB= {O}. Then, in order that the ideal D generated by L in H;: is a 
Dedekind completion of L it is necessary and sufficient that for every cp E B 
the null ideal Nrp is a normal subspace of L. 
Proof. In Theorem 32.11 of Note X we had, besides the condition 
that N'P is a normal subspace for every cp E B, also the condition that for 
cp,1p E Band cp 1- 1p the carriers Orp and 0", satisfy Orp 1- 0",. Taking into 
account that BeL; by the preceding corollary, we derive from Theorem 
31.2 (ii) in Note IX that this second condition is now automatically satisfied. 
Hence, Theorem 32.11 yields the desired result. 
The next theorem is a summary of earlier results. 
Theorem 47.8. Let Le be a normed Riesz space. The following con-
ditions are now mutually equivalent. 
(i) e is a normal norm, i.e., U7:,} 0 in Le implies e(U7:) ,} O. 
(ii) Un,} 0 in Le implies e(un) ,} 0, and in addition every orderbounded 
increasing sequence in Le is a e-Oauchy sequence, i.e., O<un t <Uo implies 
that {Un} is a e-Oauchy sequence. 
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(iii) FOT eveTY cp E L; the null ideal N'P is a nOTmal subspace. 
(iv) FOT eveTY O=l=cp EL; the caTTieT 0'P=N~=I={O}. 
(v) EveTY nOTmal subspace ot L; is closed in the weak* topology. 
(vi) Given o.;;;u ELe and O.;;;cp EL; such that cp(u) > 0, theTe exists 
v E Le such that O.;;;v .;;;u, cp(v) > 0 and "P(v) = 0 tOT all "P E L; satisfying "P ~ cp. 
(vii) The ideal genemted by Le in L;* is a Dedekincl completion ot L(!. 
(viii) The canonical imbedding ot Le in L;* pTeseTves supTema and 
infima ot aTbitTaTY subsets ot Le. 
Proof. (i) -¢> (ii) was proved in Theorem 33.8 of Note X. 
(i) =?- (iii) is evident, and (iii) =?- (i) follows from And6's theorem. 
(iii) ~ (iv) The first implication (iii) =?- (iv) is obvious. In order to 
prove that (iv) =?- (iii) assume that there is an element 0.;;; cp E L; such 
that N'P is not a normal subspace of Le. Then the restriction "P of cp to 
{N'P} , the normal subspace generated by N'P' is a non-zero positive linear 
functional on {N'P}. Finally, let "Pm be the minimal positive extension of 
"P to Le. Then N"'m ~ N'P EB 0'1' which is order dense in L(! and hence O"'m = {O}. 
Contradiction. 
(i) -¢> (v) was proved in Theorem 36.2 of Note XI. 
(i) -¢> (vii) follows from Theorem 47.7 above. 
(i) -¢> (viii) was proved in Theorem 38.2 of Note XII. 
Only (vi) is now unaccounted for. The implication (i) =?- (vi) was proved 
in Lemma 31.4 of Note IX, and (vi) =?- (vii) is contained in the proof of 
Theorem 32.11 in Note X. 
It was pointed out to us by Professor And6 that the implication (v) =?- (i) 
in Theorem 36.2 of Note XI can also be obtained by proving first that 
(v) =?- (iii). The details of the proof of the implication (v) =?- (iii) are as 
follows. 
Given O.;;;cp E L;, we have to show that the null ideal N'P is a normal 
subspace of L(!. Let ifJ be the normal subspace of L; generated by cp, and 
ifJp the disjoint complement of ifJ, so L; = ifJ EB ifJp. The inverse annihilator 
J.ifJ is exactly N'P' and the inverse annihilator M =J.(ifJp) is a norm closed 
ideal in L(! such that M is contained in the carrier 0'1' of cp. Indeed, if we 
should have w = inf (u, v) > 0 for some u E M and some v E N'P' then 
WE N'P n M and "P(w) =0 for every "P E ifJ EB ifJp=L;, which implies w=o 
and yields a contradiction. It follows that M ~ N'P. We write A =M EB N'P 
and we consider the restriction cpA of cp to A. Let (cpA)m be the minimal 
extension of cpA to L(! according to section 30 in Note IX. Since cp - (cpA)m 
vanishes on A we have that 
where we have used that N~=ifJ and MJ.=ifJp on account of ifJ and ifJp 
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being weak*-closed by hypothesis. This shows that cp = (cpA)m on L Q• Hence, 
since A =Nrp EEl M and cpA vanishes on Nrp it follows that cp= (cpA)m vanishes 
on the normal subspace {Nrp} and so Nrp:J {Nrp}, i.e., N p is itself a normal 
subspace. 
Oalifornia Institute of Technology 
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